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We have investigated the nanoscale switching characteristics and piezoelectric response based on

polycrystalline BiFeO3 (BFO) thin films with different orientations deposited on different oxide

bottom electrodes. The BFO film deposited on the LaNiO3 (LNO)-coated Si substrate shows a

(001) preferred orientation and higher ferroelectric properties, while the BFO film grown on the

SrRuO3 (SRO) buffered Si substrate shows a random orientation. The domain structures have been

determined via piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) for both films, predicting that the BFO film

with the LNO bottom electrode has a larger piezoelectricity property corresponding to the

ferroelastic domain. Through local switching spectroscopy measurements, the evidence of

ferroelectric switching and the origin of the enhanced piezoresponse properties have been

provided. A greatly improved piezoelectric response has been demonstrated using PFM that is

66.8 pm V�1 for the BFO with a SRO bottom electrode, while we obtain a value of 348.2 pm V�1

for the BFO with a LNO bottom electrode due to the increased density of the polarization vectors

along the external electrical field. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3651383]

I. INTRODUCTION

One key factor affecting ferroelectric performance is the

bottom electrode which chemically interacts with the multi-

ferroic materials or forms a low permittivity compound at

the interface.1 Many metals such as Pt, Ru2, and perovskite

conducting electrodes such as SrRuO3 (SRO),3 YBa2Cu3O7-x

(YBCO),4 LaNiO3(LNO),5 and RuO2
6 have been used as

bottom electrodes. Although there are many experimental

results proving that bottom electrode materials can signifi-

cantly affect the electrical and magnetic properties of the

memory materials, systematic studies of the oxide metallic

electrode on the polycrystalline multiferroic BiFeO3 films

are still limited. On the contrary, the orientation of the bot-

tom electrode should have an impact on the nanoscale do-

main switching behavior.

The LNO film was chosen as the bottom electrode and

template. It is an isotropic n-type metallic oxide with a resis-

tivity of 150–210 lX cm at 300 K. A conductive LaNiO3

(3.83 Å) bottom electrode with a small lattice misfit

(�3.3%) to the bulk BiFeO3 (3.96 Å) provides a high possi-

bility for the preferred5 (100)-textured growth of the BiFeO3.

Meanwhile, the oxide SrRuO3 (SRO), with a pseudocubic

perovskite structure having the space group of Pbnm, is of

great interest due to its ferromagnetism and high electrical

resistivity of 280 lX cm for future electronic device applica-

tions.7,8 The SRO shows the lattice parameter of the pseudo-

cubic cell of 3.93 Å at room temperature, similar to that of

BFO (3.96 Å) with a smaller lattice misfit (�0.7%) than that

of the LNO layer (�3.4%). Therefore, the bottom electrode

could induce a different orientation and strain state for the

BFO thin film. The microstructure, electrical properties, and

nanoscale domain structures were systematically investi-

gated. The local switching behavior of BFO deposited on dif-

ferent bottom electrodes is important for storage devices and

has been investigated via piezoresponse force microscopy

(PFM). In this study, we give a detailed report on how the

oxide bottom electrodes affect the orientation, microstruc-

ture, ferroelectricity, dielectric properties, domain switching

at nanoscale, and piezoelectric response of the BFO films.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The BFO films were deposited on the LNO- and SRO-

coated (001) Si substrates using pulsed laser deposition by a

KrF excimer laser (k¼ 248 nm). The detailed deposition

conditions have been previously discussed.9 The structure of

the films was determined by x-ray diffraction (XRD) with

Cu Ka radiation. The Pt top electrodes 100 lm in diameter

were sputtered onto the surface to measure electrical proper-

ties. The surface morphology, piezoelectric, and nanoscale

ferroelectric switching properties of both films were exam-

ined using a piezoresponse force microscope (PFM, Asylum

MFP-3 D) by Pt/Ir-coated Si tips. The dielectric properties

and macroscopic ferroelectric properties of the films were

also measured using a precision impedance analyzer and fer-

roelectric tester (Radian, USA).

The BFO film is grounded with a conducting layer

(here, the LNO and SRO layer) during the PFM measure-

ment. An ac voltage is applied to the tip from a signal
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generator. The amplitude of the film vibration normal to the

surface detected during PFM (zvibration) is proportional to the

converse piezoelectric coefficient and the ac applied bias,

Vac, given by the equation,10 zvibration ¼ dzzVac.

The ac voltage was increased image by image from

0.5 to 3.0 V at a step rate of 0.5 V without dc voltage being

applied during the scan. The overall intensity of the ampli-

tude increases with the increase in the ac voltage. Histogram

data obtained from each of the PFM images denote a Gaus-

sian distribution. The average piezoresponse of each PFM

image observed at distinct ac excitation amplitudes is plot-

ted. From the slopes of the plots, the piezoelectric constant,

d33, could be obtained.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 show the x-ray diffraction spectra of the BFO

films deposited on LaNiO3 (LNO) and SrRuO3 (SRO)-coated

Si substrates, respectively. Usually, the growth habits of the

BFO thin films depend not only on the substrates, but also on

the deposition conditions. With the same deposition condi-

tions for these two thin film samples in this study, the growth

habit only depends on the substrates.11 The LaNiO3 bottom

electrode, owing to a perovskite structure, provides a better

possibility for the epitaxial growth of the perovskite BiFeO3

than the polycrystalline SRO bottom electrode. The thickness

of the LNO and SRO layer is about 50 nm. The orientations

of the BFO films preferred 100 orientations, are inherited

from those of LNO, and the BFO film on LNO shows a

(001)-textured structure, whereas that of the BFO film depos-

ited on the SRO layer shows a polycrystalline random state.

Such an inheritance renders the LNO films to act as the seed

layers. Small amounts of (110) oriented LNO grains were

detected in the films. No second phase, such as Bi2O3, Fe2O3,

and Bi2Fe4O9 were observed in both films. The out-of-plane

lattice parameters calculated from the (002)-diffraction peak

is approximately 3.878 Å, indicating a compressive strain

(�2.0%) in the BFO film compared with the bulk BFO lattice

parameter (3.96 Å) according to the misfit strain, e, calculated

from the equation, e ¼ ðas � af Þ=as, where af is the lattice

parameter of the film, and as is the lattice parameter of the

substrate. As for the films deposited on the SRO-coated Si

substrate, the BFO phase could be indexed according to a

rhombohedral structure, as shown in Fig. 1(b), while that of

the BFO on the LNO-coated Si substrate could be indexed

according to a nearly tetragonal structure. The different phase

structures could impact the nanoscale switching behavior as

we will discuss next. The calculated out-of-plane lattice pa-

rameter is about 3.955 Å, suggesting considerably smaller

compressive strain (�0.16%) than that of the LNO buffered

BFO thin film.

Figures 2(a) and 2(d) show the surface morphologies of

the BFO on the LNO and SRO-coated Si substrates, respec-

tively. It can be seen that the grains and root-mean-square

(RMS) roughness, respectively, changed from the order of

80 nm and 2.43 nm for the BFO film on LNO to 100 nm and

6.53 nm for the BFO film on SRO, indicating a crystallite

structure, with clearly resolved morphological features on

both electrodes. The LNO bottom electrode could induce a

smoother morphology and decrease the grain size compared

with the SRO bottom electrode, which could be due to the

LNO layer containing a preferred (100) texture. Meanwhile,

the BFO film grown on the LNO bottom electrode shows a

preferred orientation compared with the random growth

behavior on the SRO bottom electrode, which is in good

agreement with the XRD diffraction patterns. The buffered

layer orientation could control the domain variants.12 The

resolved piezoresponse amplitude images of the BFO grown

on the LNO and SRO bottom electrode as shown in

Figs. 2(b) and 2(e), reveal that most domains are limited by

the grain boundaries. In addition, the BFO film on the SRO

bottom electrode shows piezoelectrically inactive regions

(>50 pm, 20.7%), less than that of the BFO film on the LNO

bottom electrode (>60 pm, 47.5%) with a 1 V amplitude

voltage applied, which predicts that the BFO film grown on

the LNO bottom electrode has a larger piezoelectricity prop-

erty corresponding to the 71 and 109o ferroelastic domain

types due to its (100)-textured growth behavior. The majority

of the domains of the BFO film grown on LNO are oriented

with the polarization oriented downward (purple-dark,

86.1%), and only a small portion of domains exhibit the

polarization oriented upward (yellow-bright, corresponding

to smaller concentration of the 180� domain walls), as shown

in Figs. 2(c) and 2(f). In contrast, the phase image of BFO

grown on the SRO bottom electrode shows a ratio close to 1:4

for upward and downward polarized domains. Furthermore,

FIG. 1. (Color online) XRD spectra for polycrystalline BFO thin films deposited on (a) LaNiO3 (LNO)-, and (b) SrRuO3 (SRO)-coated Si substrates.
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the BFO film deposited on the LNO bottom electrode has a

lower volume density of domain walls than that of the BFO

film grown on the SRO bottom electrode. The characteristics

of the domains and domain walls directly impact the ferro-

electric switching behavior, and the energy of the domain

walls is proportional to the density of the walls. The conduc-

tivity of certain domain walls of BFO is higher than that of

the domains themselves, and 180� domain walls are the most

conductive ones.13 Therefore, the BFO film grown on the

LNO bottom electrode should be expected to have a lower

leakage current than that of the BFO film grown on the SRO

bottom electrode. Furthermore, film-substrate misfit strain

may result in a drastically different thermodynamic stability

of two parallel domain walls with the same orientation, and

thus, the domain stability and domain-wall motion in multi-

ferroic BFO thin films.14 As previously mentioned, the misfit

strain induced by the LNO bottom electrode in the BFO film

is larger than that of the SRO bottom one. The domain

switching behavior of the (001)-textured BFO grown on the

LNO bottom electrode might be similar to the (001)-epitaxial

BFO thin film on the SRO single crystal substrate, where

there are eight possible ferroelectric polarization directions

corresponding to the four structural variants of the rhombo-

hedral phase.12 However, for the randomly oriented BFO

thin film deposited on the SRO bottom electrode, the possi-

ble ferroelectric polarization directions should be reduced

due to the isotropic crystal structure. Therefore, the energy

needed to drive the domain motion in the BFO grown on the

LNO bottom electrode should be smaller than that for the

BFO grown on the SRO bottom electrode, and the polariza-

tion should be higher in the BFO grown on the LNO bottom

electrode than that of the BFO grown on the SRO bottom

electrode. To further investigate the ferroelectric properties,

a macroscopic ferroelectric test has been performed as

follows.

Figure 3(a) shows the ferroelectric polarization versus

electric field (P-E) curves of the BFO films deposited on the

LNO and SRO bottom electrodes measured at 1 kHz with a

Pt top electrode. The P-E loops of both films show well-

defined saturated rectangular shapes. The BFO film depos-

ited on the LNO bottom electrode shows the remanent polar-

ization, Pr, to be 53.2 lC/cm2, whereas that of the BFO film

grown on the SRO bottom electrode is �40 lC/cm2. Mean-

while the coercive field, Ec, is slightly decreased via the

LNO bottom electrode compared with that of the SRO bot-

tom electrode. This means that LNO, as an oxide electrode

and textured buffered layer for the BFO thin film, provides a

better interface between the ferroelectric thin film and the

electrode in terms of reducing leakage current.11 Note that

the P-E loops measured for the two samples shifted toward

the positive field. The shift may be caused by the existence

of an ultrathin interfacial layer, which results in an internal

bias due to the accumulation of free charges at the interface

between the ferroelectric and the nonswitching thin layer.15

Meanwhile, the different bottom and top electrodes produce

different interfacial layers close to the top and bottom elec-

trodes, which causes the thin film capacitor to have an asym-

metric structure and thus leads to asymmetric P-E loops.11

This was, however, not observed for the previously men-

tioned BFO thin film with Pt as both the top and bottom elec-

trodes. The enhanced ferroelectric properties of the BFO

film deposited on the LNO bottom electrode are coincident

with their domain structure and the higher compressive film-

substrate strain.

Figure 3(b) shows the leakage current density (J), versus

electric field (E), of both films. The BFO film with the LNO

bottom electrode shows a lower leakage current in the elec-

tric field, <200 kV/cm, than that of the BFO film with the

SRO bottom electrode. It is known that 109o domain walls

were the domain leakage path rather than the matrix and

they prevent the complete ferroelectric switching of (001)

BFO domains, whereas the intrinsic ferroelectric properties

of BFO can be observed from two-variant BFO films with

the 71o domain walls.16 Thus, the BFO with the LNO bottom

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) and (d) AFM images (1� 1 lm2), (b) and (e) out-of-plane piezoresponse (OP-PFM) amplitude images, and (c) and (f) OP-PFM

phase images for BFO thin films on LNO- and SRO-coated Si substrates, respectively. Yellow (bright) and purple (dark) on the piezoresponse image corre-

spond to negative (upward) and positive (downward) domains, respectively.
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electrode shows an (001)-textured structure and the density

of the 109o domain walls were less than that of the BFO film

with the SRO bottom electrode. There is, additionally, the

possibility of the formation of point defects, for example, ox-

ygen vacancies, in both films. It is generally believed that

the LNO bottom electrode could be formed under a lower

deposition temperature (>550 �C) compared with that of the

SRO bottom electrode (>650 �C). Thus, the interface

between ferroelectric films near the film/electrode interface

could accommodate more oxygen vacancies at a lower tem-

perature for BFO film deposition (550 �C) and the following

annealing process.

Figures 3(c) and 3(d) illustrate the dielectric constant, e,
and dielectric loss, tan d, of the BFO films with the LNO and

SRO bottom electrode as a function of frequency, respec-

tively. It is evident that e and tand of the BFO film with the

SRO bottom electrode varied largely from 900 to 170 and

0.95–0.1 with frequency, respectively. The dielectric proper-

ties of the BFO with the SRO bottom electrode show disper-

sion, as with the Debye relaxation behavior, which could be

due to the large concentration of dipoles between the BFO

and SRO interface. Furthermore, the dielectric anomalies

could be due to other interfaces such as grain boundaries. In

contrast, the BFO film with the LNO bottom electrode

changed slightly from 230 to 100 for the dielectric constant

and 0.3 to 0.2 for the dielectric loss, respectively. At frequen-

cies higher than 105 Hz, the increase in tan d implies that the

charge carriers in the films do not have time to respond to

the external electric field and the maximum electrical energy

is transferred to the oscillation ions.17 The BFO film with the

SRO bottom electrode has a higher e than that of the BFO

film with the LNO bottom electrode, which may be ascribed

to the larger grain size in the BFO film with the SRO bottom

electrode due to the size effect.18

The local switching behaviors of the BFO film capacitor

with the SRO and LNO bottom electrodes at nanoscale were

investigated via a switching spectroscopy piezoresponse

force microscope.19 The phase hysteresis loops and ampli-

tude butterfly loops for the BFO on the SRO and LNO elec-

trodes are obtained as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) and 4(c)

and 4(d), respectively, indicating the true ferroelectricity of

the films. The phase changes from �90� to almost þ90� also

confirm that a saturated polarization switching process

occurs in both BFO films. However, the asymmetry of the

coercive field and butterfly loops were observed and may be

due to the electrode self-poling effect, which arises at the

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Ferroelectric

hysteresis loops, (b) leakage current den-

sity, (c) dielectric constant (er), and (d)

tangent loss (tan d) dependence on the

frequency of pure BFO thin films depos-

ited on LNO- and SRO-coated Si sub-

strates measured at room temperature.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Local switching spectroscopy PFM phase voltage

hysteresis loop and amplitude voltage butterfly loop of (a) and (b) for BFO

thin films deposited on SRO/Si and (c) and (d) BFO on LNO/Si substrates,

respectively. The inset of (c) is the PFM images of the BFO on the LNO

electrode after dc poling, demonstrating reversible switching of the film.
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interface between the BFO and LNO/SRO bottom electro-

des. Furthermore, from the nanoscale hysteresis loops

obtained from the BFO with the LNO and SRO bottom elec-

trodes, it is noted that the LNO bottom electrode could

remarkably reduce the coercive voltage and show extremely

sharp polarization switching. The coercive voltage for the

BFO film with the LNO bottom electrode is about 2.5 V,

whereas that of the BFO film with the SRO bottom electrode

is about 5.2 V. The coercive voltage shows the same trend

compared with the macroscopic ferroelectric hysteresis loops

with that of the LNO layer and reduced the coercive voltage

nearly one order of magnitude compared to the SRO layer.

The reduced coercive voltage could ascribe to the top elec-

trode for microscopic hysteresis loops were the tips (20 nm

in diameter) of the cantilever of PFM, while that of the macro-

scopic hysteresis loops were larger top electrode (200 lm in di-

ameter). The other possible is that the tips only probed the

near-surface domains, while the macroscopic measurement

switched the whole films between the top and bottom electro-

des.20 The domain motion below the tips is easier than that of

the larger Pt top electrode, and thus the driving voltage for the

domain motion is larger for the macroscopic ferroelectric test.

Interestingly, the amplitude of the butterfly wings for the BFO

film with the LNO bottom electrode has an opposite sense com-

pared with that of the BFO film with the SRO bottom electrode,

which is due to the local structure phase differences between

the tetragonal BFO on LNO and the rhombohedral BFO on

SRO, as previously reported.20 Meanwhile, the piezoresponse

amplitude of the BFO on SRO was smaller than that of the

BFO with the LNO bottom electrode, stemming from the fact

that the LNO induced an (100)-textured orientation.

Figure 5(a) shows the histogram data obtained from the

PFM amplitude images denoted by Gaussian distribution at

1 V. The Gaussian distribution for the BFO film on the SRO

electrode shows single narrow peaks, while that of the BFO

film on LNO presents areas of two peaks suggesting an inho-

mogeneous piezoresponse distribution between the lower

and higher piezoresponse. The average piezoresponse of

each PFM image observed at distinct ac excitation ampli-

tudes is plotted in Fig. 5(b) for both films. The piezoresponse

increases linearly upon increasing the ac biases from 0.5 to

3 V. From the slope of the plots of the piezoelectric constant,

d33, is calculated to be 66.8 and 348.2 pm V�1 for the BFO

thin film with the SRO and LNO bottom electrodes, respec-

tively. The apparently enhanced piezoelectric constant for

BFO deposited on the LNO bottom electrode could be attrib-

uted to the fact that the (001)-textured crystal structure

exhibited more oriented polarization vectors than that of the

polycrystalline BFO film on the SRO layer. Thus, the density

of polarization vectors along the external electric field in the

textured BFO film on the LNO electrode is more than that of

the polycrystalline BFO film with the SRO electrode. Fur-

thermore, the residual stresses are closely related to the crys-

tallographic orientation of the films, and the residual stresses

in films with a (001)-textured orientation (on LNO) might be

smaller than those in films with those in randomly oriented

film (on SRO). This result leads to a higher piezoelectric

response, a lower dielectric dissipation, and a higher value of

saturation polarization in the BFO film with the LNO bottom

electrode.21

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, BFO films have been successfully depos-

ited on LNO and SRO coated Si substrates via the pulsed

laser deposition method. The BFO film with the LNO bottom

electrode shows (001) textured structure while that of the

BFO with the SRO bottom electrode shows a random orien-

tation of the polycrystalline structure. The macroscopic fer-

roelectric and dielectric properties have been measured and

the different properties related well to their different micro-

structures and domain structures. The local switching spec-

troscopy PFM measurements were performed to demonstrate

the complete ferroelectric switching, and to investigate the

orientation dependence switching behaviors at nanoscale for

both films. Finally, there is an approximately five order of

magnitude improvement in the piezoelectric response of the

textured BFO film with the LNO bottom electrode compared

with the BFO film with the SRO electrode. This enhance-

ment could be ascribed to the increased density of the polar-

ization vector along the external electric field and the

reduced residual stresses using LNO as a bottom electrode.
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